
 

 

Translation from English into Czech made compiler. 

 

Dear sir 

I do not have education in physics, I am a layman, I only studied cosmology amateur. I worked out a 

hypothesis, a new idea for a "sense of space", for the essence of the universe. I would like this idea 

presented to Prof. Hawking , to above thought, maybe it is completed. Before he sends it to please you to 

read and evaluate my thoughts 

 

I'm working on it for many years. I chose some of his examples of texts for understanding my hypothesis, 

ideas. 

 

15.03.2012 

 

 

Translation from English into Czech made compiler. 
 

 

This is not a complete theory of perfect. No,.. just idea. 
  

Frend 
I introduce hypothesis about idea that universe realize with itself building – construction  of all 
matter ( including elementary particles) in a way (by means of): undulation – incurvation – wave-
agglomeration of very length and time quantities (3 + 3) eventually (n + n).Thus – matter arises – 
„it is originated“ plumb from space-time namely by means of undulation – incurvation into local 
compartiments – I titled them as so called wave - agglomerations  
Incurvation –undulation of the Euclidean space-time leads into all physical fields ( gravitational, 
electromagnetic field etc.) and then even to substance and their structura elementary particles. 
This process is realized by the next automatic multi-curvation of that space- time.(3 + 3) 
Matter – mass is „geometrical“ feature of space-time. It can be discussed that even the Higgs´es 
field can be a certain status of the spatio-temporal foam on the Planck´s level of magnitudes 
whereof wave-agglomerations of space-time are generated ( they caper, jump up) from it. These 
wave- agglomerations already manifest themselves as matter resp. substance. 
 
http://www.hypothesis-of-universe.com/en/index.php?nav=home   

http://www.hypothesis-of-universe.com/docs/eb/eb_002.pdf  

http://www.hypothesis-of-universe.com/docs/eb/eb_004.pdf  

http://www.hypothesis-of-universe.com/index.php?nav=ea  

  

This is my searching of substitutions for all elementary particles and chemical elements 
composed just from two basic physical quantities. Unfortunately way of presentation of them is in 
the simplified form without using of complicated mathematics for example differential equations. 
All of this my presentation ( demonstration) is still at the beginning. 
 
http://www.hypothesis-of-universe.com/index.php?nav=eb   
  

Space ( Universe ) itself, simselft carried out the creation of matter  
of ( own ) ( using ) curving, twisting space-time in small wavepackets -> the particle ...  
The principle of bending, curving, twisting  space-time is the realization of the principle of mass ( 
matter ). 

http://www.hypothesis-of-universe.com/en/index.php?nav=home
http://www.hypothesis-of-universe.com/docs/eb/eb_002.pdf
http://www.hypothesis-of-universe.com/docs/eb/eb_004.pdf
http://www.hypothesis-of-universe.com/index.php?nav=ea
http://www.hypothesis-of-universe.com/index.php?nav=eb


  
(I no speak english) 
  

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….……. 

 

"Time" is physical quantity (universe artifact and even artifact creating this universe) which "has got" its 

own dimensions and that can realize dimensions by using of "multiplication process".(Let's envision each 

of dimensions as "insubstantial - ethereal string". Time ( march of time) in the common sense of the 

human way of perception will start to unwind itself as lately as "the object" (and even insubstantial point 

as well) will start to shift itself (start to move) along "the time dimension" then as lately as the object - 

Earth will begin to cut time intervals during its shifting through the universe. In an inverse way and then 

relatively incorrectly it's possible to say that: the object "is standing" still at the same place in the universe 

and time dimension is shifting "through the object".  ..we can observe this everywhere around us.It seems 

that we are still in the same place "towards time" and that time "is running" around us = through us. But 

that's only illusion. Time as quantity and even its dimensions doesn't run towards eventually through us 

but we are running towards time as physical quantity. We are running, eventually shifting along "the time 

dimension".For better understanding let's give an easy example. If some author of sci-fi >wants< to link 

history, presence and future together then he or she "will link them together" into the plain and then just 

into waveless and unflared basic grid ( screen ) - co-ordinated system of the TIME as QUANTITY. ( 

Synthesis ev. integration of history and future means basically "time anihilation" ). Consequently all mass 

systems ( fields and substance ) would disappear.They would stop to exist physically.Universe would get 

"non-time character" but time as physical quantity would still survive. In this special case universe would 

get "pre-Big Bang face". In this special case time still exists as the physical quantity but it's not running, 

not going forward, resp.not going in one course way. Time can't go because "nothing or nobody" is going 

respectively shifting along those time dimensions. After Big-Bang spatio-temporal incurvation is realized 

.and in that way even fields and mass elements - elementary particles are formed together with so-called 

"residual space-time".Basicly the biggest trouble is that physicists comprehend time as a scalar ( quantity 

with just one dimension ) unlike me. I comprehend time as a vector, it means as quantity with three 

dimensions. 

 

 Physicists already have indicated that even space-time can be quantized. It means that no just lenght as 

quantity but even TIME can be quantized. But afterwards  ''lenght'' and ''time'' - both of them - are 

something non-fluidized (non-virtual) and... and really in contrast to human way of comprehension 

"length dimension" and even "time dimension" should be  s o m e  c e r t a in string, filament, strand 

.although untouchable,impalpable, intangible. Because only mass is tangible, palpable and concrete. 

If we allow for consideration that not just lenght but even time has got dimensions in sense of 

"immaterial-unseizable artefact string - filament - strand - or something similar like continuous yarn"..(( 

bisector is actually also composed from infinite amount of immaterial - ethereal points. Point must be 

necessarily immaterial because has got just zero dimension ))..Well, if we envision these lenght and time 

dimensions like "seizable immaterial strings" then..then let's envision existence of  "the small bundles - 

nodules - small loops" on one of these potential strings that are separated each other and distance among 

them is finite. ( I will send here concrete demonstration later ). Dimension - string is long at infinity but 

distance among nodules ev.loops is finite. In this point it's happy to use the following mind experiment. 

Physicist Mr.Aspect sad : Let's envision now immaterial string or filament about 10 milliards kilometers 

long. There're two nodules / very small loops on that filament respectively dimension. Now twitch - yang 

suddenly on this string. If this filament -string - dimension is immaterial then there is no elasticity, no 

spring on that and so "information" about this jerk-twitch-tug "will express itself" between two discussed 

nodules-loops "at once -immediately". That is that immaterial filament - dimension with two 

nodules/loops is "observed" (!) by another system, by another filament. And this another filament -



dimension "is observing (can see)" that jerk-twitch-tug by using of scanning / projection of this change 

into the its own plane of projection and "scilicet at once". (!) Here is no matter concerning motion of the 

mass respectively speed of movement ( and then small speed ''v'' or speed of light ''c'' ).Here it concerns 

"screen capture or recording" - comparison of that jerk-twitch-tug / motion of lenght dimension into the 

another dimension without presence of nodules which "is all quiet". The similar situation can be supposed, 

observed and in the same manner interpreted if there will be two electrons as WAVE-AGGLOMERATES 

( condensates of waves ) from dimensions lenght and time together CONSTRUCTED but on or inside or 

in the frame of more than just one filament-dimension because electron as a particle ( not as a wave ) 

exists inside of more-dimensional space-time. In the sense of same mind experiment but in application to 

system of two electrons which are immersed into more dimensional space-time ( more lenght and time 

dimensional system ) the result of experiment will be the same if there will be just jerk-twitch or tug 

between these two electrons. Still we can not to talk about "speed" or even about information in physical 

sense.Why? Because information is obviously just "message" about change, message about change of 

shape and configuration of the "wave - agglomerates" and their behaviour in space-time.But this change of 

something can be scanned  by another system..and this scanning with by another system then by means of 

OBSERVER is already SPEED  and TRANSMISSION of INFORMATION in physical sense. 

 

 

=========================================================================- 

 

Translation from Czech to English translator performed. Therefore, the text is very distorted, missing the 

nuances 
 
hypothesis-idea of construction total mather universe for dimenzions two-quality : „Long“ + „Time“  

  
 
 
My HDV has a lot of book chapters. I can not make a smooth interpretation, let alone a systematic 

interpretation. 

Unfortunately. I must therefore somehow jump "from topic to topic." Please tolerance and understanding. 

 

I'll start like this: 

 

For historical reasons, began to physical science (say, to the time of Newton) to write mathematics, 

physics mathematics, to some minute (registered) technique .... the letters in the choice of characters (from 

the Latin, Greek, Hebrew, etc.) for some physical concepts. 

This technique of physical laws, concepts, knowledge and behavior of matter versus the expression of 

space-time stabilized the umbrella name "physics" (here, people are divided into subsections, astrophysics, 

cosmology, relativistic physics, particle physics, etc.). Stabilized after 300 years of order notation, write 

the way, the burden of sentences interaction, write physical laws, etc. 

    I repeat: if after what people >wrote in< for Extraterrestrial Physics looked intelligent, saw enrollment 

technique would somehow sophisticated and well-established under a certain "signs, signs" having deep 

meaningful explanation, description. 

    I repeat: physics, physical world, is both what is around us, but physics is also what people wrote in 

about it on paper, ie the "mirror entries actually reality." 

 

And Sir, I'm getting to do what I need (you) to tell from a random selection of how and what I want to get 

started: 

 

History is brought about some emerging and established the technique of enrollment for all of physics, 



which uses characters-letters of the alphabet throughout Latin, Greek, Arabic and even other modern 

features .... there are many, maybe 400 and still not enough. 

Now imagine (if you have a democratic creative thinking) that someone gave you the task to rewrite all of 

physics (hence the later chemistry and biology) to another, new registrations forms!! He stopped to read 

and you think that ...? And so you think the question: why? Why! It's bullshit, cause if you do not ... right? 

   I continue to refine: Someone gives you a task to rewrite all the enrollment form to the two character 

language of physics (such as ones and zeros ... in binary form ... to the binary system). and ... and you 

already think it's better design sense, but still do not know "why" of what it would be good?, it's confusing 

... useful? 

 

At this point, perhaps, I can imagine "what's my point" ... right? Imagine that someone gave you such an 

award (and the job would pay you millions of banknotes), so you have to rewrite all registered enrollment 

technique physical equations, relations, laws and knowledge (including the famous Feynman diagrams, 

interaction equations, etc.) to two character language. Meaning it will only then when this work "inspires 

the soul." Note (not glance) that the universe is, eyes "from above", constructed, erected, carried only 

three basic physical parameters ie mass (using the letter "m") and space-time (using the letter "x" for 

length, the X3 is a space, and uses the letter "t" for time, space-time continuum is). The universe is a 

system of three variables: "m", "x", "t" ... admit that other people can be considered a sort of derived 

variables. 

The assignment for Physics (willing and wise) would thus read: replace all the enrollment technique that is 

now written material, material structure, particle mass elements, elements, compounds, etc. with two 

character speech (1 and 0, ..., or any other two characters such as "x" and "t"). 

The entry is on the table ... and then you start the job so that she lay on the table "all" books about physics, 

which is written as much knowledge from around the world and begin to make "substitutions" for the 

letter "m"-compound. And on "substitutions" for all the other letters like "e" (electron) "p" (proton) "my" 

(muon) "g" (photon) "H" (hydrogen), "u" "d" ( quark u and d quarks) .............. etc. etc. How? Well, you 

have to vynaleznout! 

Can you already imagine> what <asks after you? Can you imagine that the tender task: to rewrite all the 

records of the physical concepts of letters, of the 400 letters representing the mass-physical elements, 

physical "artifacts" to the two character language? ...? 

    If you do, so I embarked on this task to thirty years ago, when I knew nothing about physics (just what 

is the lever, inclined plane and moment of inertia). Every day I studied Physics 5 hours!! for three years 

until I finally figured it out whether it is possible to enter and all conceivable and feasible. I knew that if 

only one "formula" elementary particles does not fit me, not true that I can throw away all your work on 

the rubbish heap. Just the notation technique for nuclear physics, elementary physics to be sitting on 

1000% must be totally clean and I knew that even then there are variations of techniques registrations that 

if any substitution (write) is perhaps the original, there will be only one variant. 

.. When I came to this >methodology< how to build- to form the "formulas" for the elementary particles 

(which took me more than a year) I started to write. I gathered all available interactions and "blindly" I 

was there dosazoval their "formulas" that I come meaningful equation. I did well. Even so, there, where 

she did not have physics and was a board with his demonstrated interactions enrollment sure it did not 

work there and I did not come to me or "balance". 

    I recognize many years of work over this two-character language enrollment, that it is not something 

wrong, it is necessary to round off to perfection. But I managed, this trip is open to entries in this way can 

realize that there must be functional and physically accurate records with two characters. 

   If we admit, comes the second question: Well, we have a parallel dual enrollment technology, academic, 

platonic, for all physics, but where is the "sense" of the event for the knowledge of nature? Where? Here: 

Imagine that I have for those two characters used not only soulless letters "x" and "t", but that the letters 

substantiate the reality is that those two letters can represent physical quantities, ie the space-time. And we 

enter the result, task: that matter is the basic physical quantity, but that is itself implemented using other 



physical quantities, that is somehow realized in space-time itself. (!) Spacetime, if you begin to curl, 

curve, and wave-paketing (Planckovských scales in size), so false "collapsed" local units will be "wave-

packets" of space-time and will represent the material elements. And not only represent but will spatio-

temporal wave-packet behave like mass. No. .. and today we know that all matter is composed baryonní-

lepton consists only of the electron e - and two quarks "u" and "d". 

That's worth exploring whether or not all matter, all mass elements and complex physical structures that 

can be considered and consider that they are constructed from " wave-packet´s" (wavepackets) space-time 

itself, ie, dimensions variable "length" (which has three dimensions x, y, z) and the variable "Time" 

(which I think also has more dimensions than 3 nekompaktifikované 

 t1, t2, t3 ... and only ... we did not determine solely and purely by chance is the pace of time in all three 

orthogonal axes equal). 

wave-packet-formula for the electron e - and the formula for wave-packet wave-packet-quark "u" quark 

and "" d "is possible to write simply. And because my solution interaction equations is> M <registrations 

not pluses and minuses, it is easy to compose and create a system of interactions with other elements, 

which in turn can be written as two-character variable wave-packet dimensions of length and time 

variables. Technically, born bye to the books of substitution entries for two character entries in 

contemporary language, as a notation technique that works (!) ... And when they work "as" other entries in 

the interaction of sign language, why could not this hypothesis is two-character extension two-quantity´s 

hypothesis be true nature of reality. ?? Why not? Why could not the universe be constructed from two 

variables ... therefore the matter ... why not? Who is banned? Beelzebub? 

 

So it would be an introduction to the interpretation of the HDV. 
 

 

 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

 

"Time" is a physical quantity (space artifact, artifact creativ´sspace), which "has" dimension, which "can" 

realize the dimension of the process of "multiplication". (Visualize each dimension as a "fixed string line". 

Such "primitivism" daring to say about the strings and the strings-man). Time (run time) as we understand 

it in human nature "running" after the "subject of a mass" (as well as fixed point) shifts the dimension of 

time, after-Earth object carves time intervals after the shift space. Invert and relatively> wrong <can say 

that: subject "is" in space "object moves through the" time dimension. 

We see it ... all around, but to us it seems that the time to "stand" and that time "is" about us = through us. 

But its time value or time-dimension running to us, but we we run it. We run, pushing the "dimension of 

the time." If >you< sci-fi author merge past, present and future, on the contrary, the "merge" these (may 

merge ... something like annihilation> times <past and future) into a flat non-corrugated and 

nomakecurve´s grid-system of time-variable and thus disappear all mass units; universe becomes 

"timeless", but not without time variables. The universe takes the form of "the bang". Time exists as a 

Pollutant but is not running because "nobody" does not run, does not move at those time scales. After 

Bang will makecurve nos ... this will also benefit the field and mass elements - elem. particles, and curved 

"residual" space-time. 

 

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

 
Gros-universe began with the "zero in" state of mono-, state solo ... plus Rule. Space Artifact thus gros-

value = "A" + "R" rule. "R" rule reads: Rotation symmetry with asymmetry. Gros-value as a mono-state of 

the "split into two states, variable" x "- length, and variable" t "- time. In this" moment "there is a 

symmetry variables. Quantities what are" symmetrical balance "with the rule" R "will produce" their 

"dimension. dimension produces variable length and variable time. We make several steps in sequence to 



the state 3 dimensions of length, time and 3 dimensions. 3 +3 D. Call Now for this state of the universe is 

3 +3 D, ie . flat Euclidean spacetime without matter, no fields, just before the big bang. Then comes the 

big-bang. This is not an explosion, it is a "change in" infinite Euclidean space-time prior to the next state. 

states of space-time from now on will only crooked, curled up zvlnopacketované , wave-packeting-state. 

In the big-bang is initiated "wavepackeking" dimensions of quantities in accordance with the "R" - 

rotation symmetry with asymmetries begin to build curved space-time ... the same sequence of states 

occurs makecurve spacetime, but need it as a "start-up , adding "the new state of false time and space to a 

previous state of the same space-time ... or the space-time parameterized makecurved are infinitely many 

are" in themselves ", you can sort the sequence. After big-bang space-time that it occurs-grid will turn to 

space-time foam. Foam either the "thicker" and at the same time! "expands. What does it mean? "Foam 

clusters" to turn into a cluster that will have a "special" that shape the universe kept "frozen" in that form - 

it is a "clone" is a wavepacket, it is a mass of elementary particles. Spacetime is the "foam" is undulating 

and very locally and between clusters expands, there is a little crooked ..., generally from the foam "jump" 

only virtual pairs of particles but also particles of the same-elements forever -> electron photon, quark, the 

proton, neutron, etc. It's wavepacket clones. From the perspective of an outside observer to both cosmic 

spacetime "shrinks" to wave clusters, and secondly to the "empty space-time points as if expanded, or: 

simultaneously expands and simultaneously the" shrinking, shrinking, shrinking "the wave-clusters. Each 

step in the development rotation symmetry with asymmetries in the implementation of the new state of 

matter, is an evolutionary step system ... one time-spaces spacetime is immersed in another time and space 

with other paramemakecurveting, it is a crooked system soustvíce state space-time is embedded in fewer 

false (gravitational) spacetime. 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

Bang arose in time, time is the inalienable value, irreplaceable, irreplaceable (having the dimension) ... but 

what was founded in Bang (which is not an explosion, but the "power law" = change of state, the interface 

states and the previous post) is that there was a "flow" of time and so that the "fixed point carves their shift 

intervals" on the time dimension of the variable TIME. Each fixed point your pousnem "the universe" 

makes its way intervals after / the time dimension and thus perceives ON "flow time". Time "does not 

follow," but after we gas, after its dimension takes away my periods "of time" by how our universe point 

moves. So we intervals and takes away not only from a linear trajectory (which is then reflected in the 

selected system in three dimensions of length as the "three components of the point end of the vector"), 

but also takes away precisely similar time intervals on the trajectory of our universe shift "over time" 

variable TIME ... but then the "end point trajectory time starts three components of time into the three 

dimensions of time, but ... but ... but for mysterious reasons, it is filmed so that all three components of 

time - the length of intervals remains the same, time" tick "is the same three directions (consistent with the 

dimensions of length) ... and the system time to "shift časobodu" filming (it changes the body speed), so 

that still the three-component intervals were equally long. In every system there are three basic 

components of the same length of time and then observing the observer spacecraft ( v near c ) that he was 

one of the three components "extends" and it clockwise and the other two not. It is necessary to decipher. 

All this suggests that the Bang system in 3 +3 dimensions occurred waves makecurved spacetime, in other 

words, a "making of each of the dimensions of each of 6 different" and thus "in the evaluation průmětně-

observation" non-unique ratio intervals "to length "for the interval" on time "- that's the wave >treetime-

space<   ( 3 +3 spacetime Dim.) ... which has the appearance of those" tangible objects "it ripples of 

spacetime, that time is running out ... No, not running time, but unwinding of the "pace" our ukrajováním 

intervals after the time dimension of the universe as "pushing" and move, therefore, that spacetime is 

crooked, wavy .... He then observes that "about us" foreign observer in their system that we are moving 

(and the same thing we of it) on an undulating spacetime. 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 



 
 

My friend Ross: I'll tell you that view only briefly, and then you link to my website where I talk about in 

detail. So, no big bang bang, or explosion of a "nothing" to born "something". Big Bang is just a change of 

state ... so this is a watershed, the transition from previous state to the next. And by the law - the principle 

of rotation symmetry with asymetries. Status big-beng universe before then (I think so, I propose a 

hypothesis) was symmetrical, undistorted space-time, and without matter fields. This space-time was in a 

state of 3 +3 dimensional (three dimensions of length and three time) Euclidean, flat, symmetrical, 

apparently the "unit size" (explained in a moment). Big Bang is the start-start the flow of time ... because 

the flow of time is "running" through the launch of "makecurved" of the 3 +3 dimensional spacetime. 

Each makecurved - space-time waves (according to some geometric rules) is essentially a manifestation of 

the establishment of relations of no unit dimensions to the variable Length and Time variables. Before 

Big-Bang in a state of total flatness of the Euclidean Spacetime can not be determined size "units" for each 

dimension of each of the two variables: „Length“ and „Time“. But can determine their unit holders. 

Calling it a "c" it (the universe then uses it as the speed of light), c = 1/1. It does not matter how big the 

unit can also be 0 ... 1 ... and infinity. But it depends on the ratio of both the unit - then it is undistorted 3 

+3d ( dimenzion ) Spacetime. After Big-Bang begins to undulate in space-time-curve (according to 

geometrical laws) occurs in the non-unique ratio of   v < c = 1 This phenomenon  curvemaked 

Spacetime is the trigger mechanism for unwinding and time ... and also " Spacetime curvemaked reason 

for the" creation "of matter ... and it is from this space-time itself. "Crooked" local wavepacket Spacetime 

is no longer matter. People's words, after losing everything Big-Bang „c“ speed (and takes „v“), that 

weight. The material is not born from nothing but from the Spacetime and its curvemaked. Gros-global 

makecurved small to stabilize at several stages of small curvature and the field, they become "field." Large 

curvature in local areas and departments "wavepacket“ called" become its volume elements. The 

dimensions of Spacetime in them coiled, kompaktifications. So the number is 3 +3 D state variables and 

curved space-time little more than three dimensions are no longer "hidden" within the mass. Time after 

bang "runs and depends on" because the point-to-earth after the time dimension is moving. My-earth takes 

away the dimension intervals and thus "perform the operation time; tics are intervals, which makes its 

fixed point wandering through the universe. So time does not concern us, but we to him. We produce the 

march of time as we are pushing the changing position of the universe. The ratios of length to the time 

interval unit not apply in the v < c .... because spacetime is crooked and so they "drive" c = 1/1 to 

průmětnu reflected in other "sections" depending on how the dimensions are curled and this produces a  

"v“ =  0/1  =  1/inf. < “c“  = 1/1 ". 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

The length is variable, and that (alone) implements its dimensions (three flat: length, width and height, 

where it slovíííčko "length" with a small "d" is a dimension and it is historically the word purely by 

chance the same as the name for the variable "Length ") for the same variable" Time "and the value 

realized its dimension (the three dimensions unexplored today that have no name, so it is denoted t (1), t 

(2), t (3)). So when our brain thinks my-point-to-earth stand, only time running is just fixe: the earth does 

not stand, she moves through space-shifting "to" linear dimension and thus carves intervals (length) of the 

same> time <. Time as a variable (and any of their three dimensions) is, but we will then move dimension 

and thus "It ticks" perceive "ticks", it takes away the time intervals and the dimension of time "running". 

And runs into three time dimensions (the three components ztotožníme to three dimensions with three 

timelines) at the same rate, which may look like a mystery, but it certainly explains why it is so. 

Time is not running, but we we run after him ... and so that when the trajectory of the time shift starts 

three components of the three identical timeline with three dimensions of time, they are surprisingly the 

same three components, the same range, but ... but such . know that the time dilation on rocket with a time 

interval changes and cuts of a rocket in the direction of motion. In the other two directions remain the pace 



of unwinding time intervals "just the same ... into the third dimension, pace, or tics, or interval. If you 

visualize it to a ball that would have a radius changed, then it is an ellipse, and will change if the radius-

infinite interval, it is a paraboloid ... but it is an observer-reads Earthling when three intervals and this one 

is different, but "it's not rocket to the paraboloid" but still the ball. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

Did you say that you live in a simulated universe? 

  

If we accept the idea that consciousness can be simulated at least in principle, there is only one step to the 

idea that something can be simulated as a sentient human being, and indeed the whole society of such 

sentient beings that exist, all in silico, so to speak, or at least in a kind of complex artificial machine or 

system. And that is precisely what, according to many scientists and engineers as well as humanity itself, 

if not possible during the decade, a century to reach at worst (if it allows the Moore's Law). This raises the 

obvious question, how can we be sure that we ourselves are not the product of such a simulation. How can 

we determine whether we are real, or whether we are not just ones and zeros in a supercomputer 

supercivilizace? 

Taking into account the general sequence-number combination of numbers built "ones and zeros" (on 

paper) and if we consider it in the sequence of "combining the position" (incredibly interesting 

combination alternating 0 a1 and even to >rhythmic sequences<, branched , for cauliflower bushy, etc.) 

the numbers for mathematical operations, it can be seen, to consider such a system (not just on paper) as a 

"virtual reality" (that is these scientists suggest) to the reality that we call real, with the difference that the 

real (nee on paper) to the sequence of "takes" of a physical quantity or dimension ...... What I said in the 

heavy sentence, say using a different phrase: Mathematics (virtual reality) is the "number of times the 

number", while physics is " variable number of times "... which is to say that if we use only numbers (one 

and zero) to (substitučnímu) perform all their operations and mathematics as we know it, then this" 

intelligent design "virtual reality real mirror of the same design, which happened in the real world - the 

universe, the fact that the universe is to use two variables. And we can put those variables "brand" and 

"Names"   x-Length, t-Time. 

a) If you make a sequence of combinatorial situation of zeros and ones, there will be a virtual universe .. 

b) If you do, do so if the universe itself, combination sequence situations (Feynman cones through history) 

from "x" and "t", there will be a real universe with mass. So again, I still approached the idea: when one 

"leader" and "zero" to "sequence" can on the screen "" elicit "" anything, such as flower color jungle or 

underwater world of fish. Taking "x”" and "t" (ie when taking nature itself, in sequence, one can "" elicit 

"" protein DNA. (!) Bang universe itself puts the matter "with values" variable length and variable Time 

and Dimension  

""curved spacetime"" we the people of these dimensions we can "grab" only using the "tags" that is, as I 

said, we call as "x" and "t". to create the universe agents need only proton neutron and electron ... or two 

quarks "u" and "d" and one-electron lepton. 

   When these three "fundamentals" (makecurved ) express (my people), those >make variables<, because 

the universe does not express anything, he is right and just use "-produced implements" 

(vlnobalíčkováním = make curveting) dimension values those two quarks and one lepton, we get by 

(With!!) The "x" and "t" all the substance and thus the DNA. So DNA is very complex combination 

sequence, "zeros and ones," concatenation >zvlnobalíčkovaných = curled, curledmakecurved< dimension 

values. And this "speech" zeros and ones, or> ixů dots and <can be rewritten as "substitution" chemical 

beautiful speech as we know it, and everything is upside down (spacetime even mass) to describe our 

people "with" those "x" and "t" the symbolic formula for the quark and lepton in the formula .. and then 

take a chemical formula as we know enrollment contemporary technique for DNA or other matter, and 

those written in sign language using only the letters "x" and "t". 



   Chemists have devised a very beautiful "sign language" (and should only be a transcript of speech as 

both physical picture of one of the world), so chemists have devised signs, or "letters" and use them to set 

up a certain logic and chemical equations of chemical components. This "chemical language" Surely this 

can be rewritten as a sequence of "ones" and "zeros", respectively, into a sequence using the variables "x" 

and "t". ! We humans have the >reality<do with "tags" representing physical quantities, but nature will do 

it straight from those values, she may no longer use the "brand" after the variable. 

Dear Sirs, re-read the sentence that you wrote this article the author commented article, I quote : How can 

we determine whether we are real, or whether we are not just ones and zeros in the supercomputer. Yes, 

>virtual< world (something like a mirror world) is a trademark symbols, are called "leader" and "zero" ( 

or "x" and "t" ) The "produce" my people "intelligent design" and we screen color images. And >there< is 

the same world, but the >real<, built by nature itself, is also of the two brands but have nee-symbols, but 

artifacts from spacecreative-make = value (which maybe two are two sides of one coin, one Velveličiny as 

a state "before the crash), which we humans call values .. and there are only two: Length and Time ... So it 

is that Nature, and which we have given people-assigned "brand-symbols" "x-Length" and "T-Time". 

   I do I can use these tags build-wavepacket formula (in the symbolic execution) for proton, neutron and 

electron. see here: http://www.hypothesis-of-universe.com/index.php?nav=ea . And I can no longer build 

these brands and formula-vonobalíček for carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and build a replacement in the 

physical process of sign language as it CNO http://www.hypothesis-of-universe.com/docs/eb/eb_014.doc  

physicists built using their sign language. So I can no longer draw the broad lines of this "sequence" "ones 

and zeros" or time sequence "ixů and dots" that I realized the paper DNA in "binary", which makes nature 

itself straight when the "taking" dimension values and the curves to wavepacket´s, which produces simple 

and complex matter. Then it belongs to a sequence of "realized" a combination of theoretically possible 

combinations of the bidders. Those combinations I "multiwavepacket´s" I say its volume "frozen state" = 

"clones", then you have the big-bang change, Menno is their mutual process behavior with "using" clones. 

 

Author says: How can we determine whether we are real, or whether we are not just ones and zeros in a 

supercomputer ... 
(* A *) So, yes, sort of (virtual design), we and the world "only ones and zeros" (in the imaginary mode) 

supercomputer ... or so ... and now pay attention: the words of the sentence (* A *) to replace as follows: 

instead of "just ones and zeros" give "only x-ikon and t-points" and the word "superpořítač" to replace the 

word "Nature-universe". Then the sentence will be as follows: 

(* B *) So, yes, sort of (real version), we and the world "only x-t, and kami-points" (in real reality) in the 

Nature-universe. 

Can the man (Roger Penrose, Nick Bostrom, Langer and others) to simulate using the "ones and zeros" 

reality into a "virtual", then there is no problem to realize the reality of the real as the universe itself, 

nature makes use of quantities length and time . And we actually have people here Nature even "simulate", 

ie ahead of ourselves in her realization of her "products = wavepacket´s" that nature still alone ... and even 

nezrealizovala genesis and once it does. We already have people in laboratories and databases of chemical 

and physical processes produced hundreds or even thousands of compounds (chemical) that exist in nature 

...; nature of their evolution they have been received. They are as different drugs. Yes, and nature itself is 

also one of the genetic process produces up to "to their selection and development" draws. We the people 

are ahead of her. 

So, as I am assuming people can be realized using a new material and new registrations of the art "of ones 

and zeros," including using "x" and "t" until ... until people finally realize my new idea that matter is made 

of variables "x-length" and "t-time" style made curvied-curved (making the curve) their dimensions 

“wave-make-curved”. And then "the combination" zesložiťováváním elementary particles (man can do 

only those marks on paper, but the nature of those dimensions equal quantities) to Multicompounds. 
    The short answer is that we can not - at least a cursory look. Computer world over virtual world that 

simulates. If we both we and the world that we perceive, they construct a complex machine processing 

vast amounts of information, we were unable to this transcendental system that simulates us to understand 

http://www.hypothesis-of-universe.com/index.php?nav=ea
http://www.hypothesis-of-universe.com/docs/eb/eb_014.doc


any more than a computer program can recognize the computer on which it runs. Software and hardware 

belong to different universes, or at least to different conceptual levels. Hence the "feel" their minds - we 

are not aware of them - even though "we live within them." Similarly, our consciousness could live in a 

purely simulated brain within any existing hypersupercomputer. 

Although we can not be sure whether the world around us real or fake, we can at least think ... yes, you 

can at least think about my vision of the universe “twoquantity” 

… mass is not fundamental physical quantity, a mass of other variables is built, constructed, and designed 

a wave-style space-time dimensions Packaging. JN, 01.06.2009 

Note: some words in Czech can not be translated into English 
 


